CARIBBEAN

**Texts by individual authors**

Ordered for EngSem, still in print

EngSem PCR Brod C:2, in print

Clarke, Austin. *Collected Poems* (e.g. Dublin: Dolmen 1974; Manchester: Carcanet 2008).
e.g. ULB 3E 45589; EngSem PCR Clar B:1; in print

EngSem OR 8706/750, in print

EngSem PCR Kinc C:3, in print

EngSem OR 9005/501, in print

Ordered for EngSem, still in print

EngSem OR 9205/575, in print

EngSem OR 9539/501, in print

EngSem PCR Seni B:1, in print

EngSem OR 9805/600, in print

**Anthologies**

EngSem PCR 630:7, in print

Eng Sem PCR 620:2, in print


‘Contexts’


